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 REFLECTED DIFFUSION PROCESSES WITH JUMPS
 BY Jost-Luis MENALDI1 AND MAURICE ROBIN
 Wayne State University and Inria-Rocquencourt
 A stochastic differential equation of Wiener-Poisson type is considered
 in a d-dimensional bounded region. By using a penalization argument on the
 domain, we are able to prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions in the
 strong sense. The main assumptions are Lipschitzian coefficients, either
 convex or smooth domains and a regular outward reflecting direction. As a
 direct consequence, it is verified that the reflected diffusion process with
 jumps depends on the initial date in a Lipschitz fashion.
 Introduction. In this paper we consider a stochastic differential equation
 of Wiener-Poisson type in a d-dimensional bounded region with reflecting con-
 ditions (cf. [7]).
 This kind of problem has been studied in Anulova [1, 2] and Chaleyat-Maurel
 et al. [4]. Herein, we extend the results of [6] to more general situations, e.g.
 general domains and jumps processes.
 By using a penalization argument on the domain we are able to prove the
 existence and uniqueness of a solution in the strong sense. Also, it is verified
 that the unique solution, i.e. the reflected diffusion process with jumps, depends
 on the initial data in a Lipschitz manner.
 Let us mention that a similar penalization argument has been used in Ben-
 soussan and Lions [3], Lions et al. [5] and Shalaumov [8].
 In the first section we treat the case of convex domains not necessarily smooth.
 Next, via a diffeomorphism, we extend these results to smooth domains which
 are simply connected. Finally, in the section three, we adapt the technique to
 general smooth domains.
 1. Convex domains. Let (Q, F, P, Ft, wt,ut, t 2 0) be a complete Wiener-
 Poisson space in Rn X RI) Rn = Rm- t0t, with the Levy measure ir, i.e.,
 (Q, F, P) is a complete probability space, (Ft, t 2 0) is a right continuous
 increasing family of complete sub o-algebras of F, (Wt, t 2 0) is a standard Wiener
 process in ]n with respect to (Ft, t 2 0), (,gt, t 2 0) is a martingale measure in
 RI, w.r.t. Ft, independent of (Wt, t 2 0), corresponding to a standard Poisson
 random measure p(t, A), namely, for any Borel measurable subset of R],
 uy(A) = p(t, A) - tr(A)
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 where
 E(p(t, A)) = tir(A).
 One can refer to Bensoussan and Lions [3], for a detailed study of diffusion
 processes with jumps.
 Suppose that 0 is an open subset of Rd such that
 (1.1) 0 is convex and bounded
 and that we are given measurable functions
 g _ Rd. g = (gi(X))
 a: __+ R x 2, of = (-ik(X)), T~ I~m* 2 , ,z = ('yi(x, z)),
 satisfying
 I g(x) P + I r(x)IP + f I y(x, z) IPr(dz) <C,
 (1.2) |g(x) - g(x') I P + I (x) - (x P
 + f I Ty(x, z) - (x', z)IP7r(dz) < CpIx - x' IP
 for every p 2 2, x, x' in 5 and some constant C, depending only on p. Note that
 5 is the closure of 0 and I 1 denotes the appropriate Euclidian norm. Also
 assume that
 (1.3) x + (x, z)E , VxE, Vz E RI*.
 This means that all jumps from o are inside O.
 A reflected diffusion process with jumps (y(t), t 2 0) and its associated
 reflecting process (x (t), t 2 0) is a pair of progressively measurable stochastic
 processes which are right continuous having left-hand limits such that
 (i) y (t) takes values into the closure o and 71(t) is continuous, has
 locally bounded variation and n (0) = 0;
 ( 1.4) (ii) dy (t) = g ( y (t) ) dt + a ( y (t ) ) d at + yR o ( y (t ) Xz ) dglt (z )- dne (t) X
 t >-0 y(0)= X;
 (iii) for every z(t) progressively measurable process which is right
 continuous having left-hand limits and takes values into the
 closure (:, we have
 fT
 y ,t , .) dn ,t .- 0 V . ,- 0. t,,
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 Since (r (t), t 2 0) is a continuous process, the last inequality is equivalent to
 rT
 f (y(t-) -z(t-)) dq (t) 2 0, VT 2 0
 where y(t-), z(t-) denote the left-hand limits at t.
 The problem (1.4) is referred to as a stochastic variational inequality (SVI)
 for reflected diffusion processes with jumps in convex domains.
 We approximate this SVI by means of a classical penalty argument on a
 diffusion process with jumps in the whole space Md.
 Without loss of generality, we may assume that the coefficients g, a, oy are
 extended to Rd preserving the assumption (1.2), in particular, one can take
 (1.5) y (x, z) = y (pr(x), z), Vx E d, Vz E I4,
 where pr(.) denotes the orthogonal projection on the closure O.
 Consider the stochastic differential equation
 { dye(t) = g(y-(t)) dt + a(yt(t)) dwt
 (1.6) F 1 _
 + J y(ye(t), z) dMt(z) --(y-(t)) dt, t > 0 ye(O) =x,
 J sm e
 withe > 0, x in 5 and: = (id - pr)*, i.e.
 (1.7) (x) = ?/2grad(mint I x - y12: y in 7b.
 THEOREM 1. Let the assumptions (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) and (1.5) hold. Then the
 SVI (1.4) has one and only one solution (y(t), q(t), t 2 0). Moreover, for each
 p 2 1, T > 0, we have
 (1.8) E{SUPO0CtST I Y (t) - y(t) IP --O as e - O,
 (1.9) E sup(5t57| - f f*(y-(s)) ds - n(t) |} - 0 as e - O.
 where A* denotes the transpose of A and the limits are uniform in x belonging to
 PROOF. The method is very similar to [6]. For the sake of completeness we
 include the whole adaptation of the proof.
 Several steps are needed. First of all, note the following key properties of the
 penalization term :(x) defined by (1.7),
 (1.10 fthere exists a E Rd, c > 0 such that (1.10) 1(x - a)3(x) 2 c I (x)I, VxE Rd)
 (1.11) (x' - X):(X) < A*(X,)3(X), VX, XE Rd
 Indeed, since 0 is convex, open and bounded, for any a in G we can find a
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 suitable positive constant c, proportional to the distance from the point a to the
 boundary 0O, such that (1.10) is satisfied. On the other hand, because G is
 convex, the function 1B is monotone, i.e.
 (X -- X) (O(XI ) W) 2- O. VX, XI E R .
 In particular
 (XI - X):(X) C 0, VX E Rd, VX' E i.
 This last inequality and the relation
 x' - *(x') = pr(x'), VX' E Rd
 imply the condition (1.11).
 Now, we will show that for every p : 1, T > 0 there exists a constant C,
 depending only on p, T and the constants appearing in (1.2), (1.10), such that
 (1.12) E{(- f |f(y-(t)) I dt) C, Ve > 0.
 Indeed, we set
 a(p) = suplpbl(x)(1 + I x - a
 (1.13) + p(p - 2)b2(x)(1 + I x - a12)-2
 + b3(x,p)(1 + Ix - aI2)-p2:x in Rd),
 with
 b1(x) = E4,=1 (xi - ai)gi(x) + 1/2 EX=1 En=1 [Oik(X)1],
 b2(x) = 1/2 Z4-jl (xi - ai)(xj - aj) En=1 afk(X)jk(X),
 b3(xp) = j [(1 + Ix - a + y(x, z)2)p/2- (1 + Ix -a2)p/2
 *
 - p(l + {x - a (2)P/2 E (Xi - ai)yi(x, z)]x(dz).
 Since
 b3(X, P) = (1 t) dt j {p(l + I x - a + ty(x z I2)P'21(X 82(X z))
 + p(p -2)(1 + I x- a + ty(x, Z) 12)p/2-2
 * [ L4=l (xi - ai + tyi(X, Z))'y(x, Z)]2[7r(dz),
 it is clear that the constant a (p) is finite and can be estimated by means of the
 constant Cp in the assumption (1.2) on the coefficients g, a, 'y. Thus, we apply
 Ito's formula to the function
 (x, t) -- e-t(l + I x -a 12)p/2, a 2 a (p),
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 with the process ye(t), to get
 e-at(1 + I ye(t) -al2)p/2
 < (1 + Ix - aI2)p/2 + I(t)
 It
 --J e at (y-(s) - a)!N(y-(s))(1 + I ye(s) - a12)p/2-1 ds,
 where I(t) is a stochastic integral. This implies
 (1.14) El I ye(t) JP} -< C, Vft E [O. T]q Ve > O.
 Therefore, taking p = 2 and using the condition (1.10) we obtain
 2c f eS | 3a(ye(s)) I ds
 rt
 < (1 + Ix - a 12) + e-as(y-(s) - a)o-(ye(s)) dw.
 + f J eas(y-(s) - a)(ye(s), z) dus(z).
 *
 Hence, by using standard martingale estimates on the above stochastic integrals
 and (1.14) we deduce (1.12). Note that we also have
 (1.15) EfSupot-T I y(t)I PI < C, Ve > 0,
 for some constant C independent of e and x.
 Next, we will prove that for every p > 2 there exists a constant C, depending
 only on p, T and the constant Cp appearing on (1.2), such that
 (1.16) EtsupoOt-T I Tf(yY(t)) IPI C Cep2', Ve > 0.
 Indeed, let L be the integro-differential operator
 (1.17) L'P = Lo0; + Lly ,
 with
 Lo ( 1/2E jl (A Zxk) k=1 O7ikOjk + Edi-l1
 L f (x) = J (x + y (x, z)) - (x) - ZjL1 'yj(x, z) - (x)lr (dz).
 Consider the function
 S? (x) l(x) IP, p >2,
 which is continuously differentiable and whose first derivatives are locally Lip-
 schitzian. Moreover, for some constant Co, depending only on p, the bounds of
 g, a and the domain 0, and for almost every x in R2d we have
 (1.18) Lo' (x) I Co(I 8(x) Ip-2 + I #(x) Ip-).
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 The crucial point difference from [61, is the fact that
 (1.19) I L 'P(x) I s C1 I 3(x) Ip-2
 holds for almost every x and some constant C1, depending only on p, the constant
 Cp of (1.2) and the domain Q. In order to establish this last inequality, we notice
 that
 LT'(x) = J (1 - t) dt J J 'y(x, z)'yj(x, Z) d (x + ty(x, z))ui(dz),
 8 9 ((x + t'y(x, z)) s Cfl (x + t'y(x, Z))Ip-2,
 C)Xi C)Xj
 and
 l (x + ty (x, z)) s x + ty (x, z) - y l Vy E- 5.
 Thus, choosing
 y = pr(x) + ty (pr(x), z)
 and using (1.5), we verify (1.19). Then, approximating P by smooth functions
 and applying Ito's formula for the process ye(t), we may justify the following
 inequality
 rt
 (p(yc(t)) + ( i : (y:(s)) dx
 rt
 s I(t) + J [(Co + CO) I f(ye(s)) 1P2 + Co If(ye (s)) I p] ds,
 where I(t) is a stochastic integral, precisely
 rt
 I(t) = p J l*(ye(s))a.(ye(s)) I fl(y'e(s)) 1P-2 dws
 + P f f3*(y (S))'(yC(S), z) I fl(y(s)) IP2 du (z),
 *
 and CO, C1 are the constants in (1.18), (1.19). Hence, using the elementary
 inequality
 0 s AB s A1/q + Bq'/q', 1/q + l/q' = 1
 for appropriate factors A and B, we deduce
 (1.20) (P (Y(t)) + 2P J (P(y-(s)) ds c I(t) + C(eCp- + ep/2-l),
 for some constant C independent of e. Therefore, taking the mathematical
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 expectation in (1.20), we obtain
 (1.21) E{J (P(ye(s)) ds Ce-12C if 0 < e < 1,
 for a suitable constant C. Similarly, taking the supremum over t belonging to
 [0, T] in (1.20) and, then, using the stochastic integral estimate
 E- suPO-tT(- f hi(s) dw, + jt h2(s, z) dAt8(z)
 *
 T3{f is12s)1/2 +(T ~ 1/2}
 _ 3E{( h hl(s) | 2ds + ( ds I h2(S, Z) 1 2r(dz)) }
 we have
 EIsupOstsT II(yc(t)) jI <- Ce"p2-1 + CE{( If(yc(t)) 12P-2 dt).}
 Since the last term is dominated by
 C'E f I f3(yM(t)) P-2 dt} + 1/2EtsupSOt:TI f3(yc( )) },
 l o
 we deduce for a new constant C that
 E supost<TII3l (yc(t)) IP C Ce"p2-1 + CE{(f I (yc (t)) I P dt
 by means of Holder's inequality. Hence, the estimate (1.16) follows after using
 (1.21).
 Let c, c' be two positive numbers. We will show that for every p > 1,
 0 < 2q < p, there exists a constant C, depending only on p, q, T, the constant Cp
 in (1.2) and the domain 0, such that
 (1.22) Et(-? J' 1f3*(yc(t))f3(yc'(t)) dt)I } ' Ceq.
 Indeed, we have
 r T
 *(ye(t))13(ye'(t))l dt ' AB
 (SuPoctsTl (Ye(t))l)(0D T f3(ye (t))l dt).
 Since, for r > 2
 EI(AB)PI c (EtAPrD)1/r(EtBpr')1/r', r' = r/(r - 1),
 from (1.12) and (1.16) we get
 EI(AB)PI c CeP/2-1/r
 which implies (1.22), if r is chosen sufficiently large.
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 Now we will prove that if 2 < 2q < p, there exists a constant C, depending
 only on p, q, T, the constant Cp in (1.2) and the domain Q, such that for every e,
 (1.23) Elsupo5t:5T I Y(t) - Ye'(t)jPj C C(e + C,)qg
 (1.24) EjsuPoSt5T - fl*(yc(s)) ds - 1 # f*(yc (s)) ds f
 < C(e + C,)q.
 Indeed, it is clear that by proving (1.23) we may deduce (1.24) after using the
 equation (1.6). In order to show the estimate (1.23), we apply Ito's formula to the
 function
 t 1412
 with the process
 t Y=(t) - y'(t)
 to get
 rt
 ye(t) - ye'(t)I2 < I(t) + C ye(s) yC (8)12 dS
 2 C t(y C(s) - yc(s))13(yc(s)) ds
 C 0.
 2 Ft
 + (yC(S) - yt (S))f3y C(s)) ds,
 where I(t) is the stochastic integral
 rt
 I(t) = 2 (yC(S) - yC' (s))[of(yC(s)) - a(y C (s))] dw,
 t
 + 2 { f (yc(s) - y-' (s))&y(yc(s), z) - y(yc'(s), z)] di8,(z),
 *
 and C is a constant depending only on the constant Cp in (1.2). Notice that by
 means of standard estimates on stochastic integrals we have, for r > 1,
 E SUpo5t5T I (t) Ir
 < CE-(J' I y(t) - ye (t) I4 dt)}
 < ?/2Ejsupo0tsT Iye(t) -y (t) I2r + 1/2C2 E- ( I Y(t) -y (t)I dt)}.
 Therefore, by using the property (1.11) and with a new constant C, 2r =p,
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 0 < t < T. we deduce the following inequality
 rt
 Etsupo58c, I ye(s) - y<'(S) I P C f Et I ye(s) - ye (s) 'P1 ds
 + CE{( f I*G (y e'(s))3(ye(s)) I ds)}
 + CE{(- f If*(y(s))3(ye' (s)) I ds
 which implies (1.23) after using (1.22) and Gronwall's inequality.
 The next step is to define the processes
 (1.25) y(t) = lime oye(t),
 (1.26) (t) = limc-+of 3* (ye(s)) ds,
 where both limits exist in the sense of (1.8), (1.9). Clearly, the estimate (1.12)
 shows that w (t) has locally bounded variation, precisely for any p > 1, T > 0,
 E(i- I 71(ti) - q(ti- ) I)P I < C (p, T) < + oo
 for every 0 <to < .. tn <T, n = 1,2, )
 On the other hand, the condition (1.16) implies that the process y(t) takes values
 into the closure 0, almost surely. If we define
 fle(t) = # f 13*(ye(s)) ds,
 then
 dxjc(t) = (l/e)f3(y-(t)) dt.
 Hence, the property (1.11) proves that
 rT
 f (ye(t) - z(t)) dn w (t) 2 0, VT 2 0,
 for every right continuous process having left-hand limits z(t), which is progres-
 sively measurable and takes values into the closure O. Thus, passing to the limit
 as e tends to zero, we obtain the SVI (1.4).
 To conclude the proof, let us suppose that (y (t), i (t), t 2 0), i = 1, 2 are two
 solutions of the SVI (1.4). By applying a combined version of the Ito's formula
 and an integration by part to the function
 I I 12
 with the process
 it = Y1(t)- Y2(t)
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 we get
 E l Iyi(t) _y2 (t) 1 2} < CEjo , y(S) -y2 (S) 2 dS}
 + 2EJ (Y1 (s) - Y2(s))(dq2(s)-dq, (s))-
 Since the last term is not positive, we deduce
 Y1 (t) = Y2 (t), V t 2 0.
 Hence, the SVI (1.4) poses a unique solution given by the limits (1.25) and
 (1.26). [1
 REMARK 1. We also have for any numbers p > 2q > 2, the estimates
 (1.27) EtsupostSTI y (t) - y(t) I p I < Ceq Ve > 0,
 (1.28) E SUP0St5T - j *(y-(s)) ds - n(t) c Ceq, Ve> 0)
 where the constant C depends only on p, q, the domain Q and the constant Cp in
 (1.2). [1
 REMARK 2. The reflected diffusion process with jumps y(t) = yx (t) is Lip-
 schitz continuous with respect to the initial data x in 2. Precisely, if p 2 2 and
 (1.29) ap = sup pC1(x, X')X -x' V-2 +p(p - 2)C2(x, x')Ix - x' 14
 + C3(x, x', p) I x - x' | :x, x' in R d,
 with
 C1(x, x')
 = XE'=i (Xi - X1)(gi(X) -gi(X')) + 1/2 Zi4 1k'= [aik(X) - aik(X )I2,
 C2(x, x')
 = 1/2 Z4J=1 (Xi - XIX - xf) Zk=1 [aik(X) - O7ik(X )][ajk(X) - 07jk(X )I
 C3(x, X ', p)
 = [Ix - x' + 'y(x, z) -'y(X', Z)P - Ix - x' P
 -p I x _ I p-2 Z X1 (xi - (x)('i(x, z) - Yy(x ', z))]7r(dz),
 then for a 2 ap, T 2 0 and x, x' in 7, we have
 (1)E{ Yx(T) - yx, (T) IPe-aT+(a - aP) fT I y(t) yx(t) IPe-at dt}
 (1.30)
 ' IX - X' IP.
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 Note that the constant ap is finite and can be estimated by means of the constant
 Cp in (1.2). 0
 REMARK 3. Assume that the domain Q is bounded, convex and smooth, i.e.
 there exists a function p (x) from Rd into 2, which is twice continuously
 differentiable and satisfies
 G = {x E Rd:p(X) < Oj,
 (1.31) _= x E ] :p(x) = 01,
 |Vp (x) 1, 2 VsYx E 8(a.
 Moreover, without loss of generality, we may suppose also that
 p(X) = I|:(X), VX EId Rdo.
 Then, by applying Ito's formula to the function p(x) with the process (ye(t),
 t 2: 0), we have
 l t rt
 1J f 1(ye(s)) I ds = p(x) - p(yc(t)) + It(t) + Lp(y-(s)) ds,
 where L denotes the integro-differential operator (1.17) and I,(t) is a stochastic
 integral. This equality and the estimate (1.23) allow us to establish the conver-
 gence
 (1.32) E{suPosts-sT J i3(y-(s)) I ds -(t) |} -0 as e- O
 with the limit being uniform for x belonging to O. The process (;(t), t 2 0) is
 nonnegative, increasing, continuous, progressively measurable and satisfies
 rt
 (1.33) n(t) = f n(y(s)) dr(s), Vt?.2 0,
 (1.34) W(t) = f x(y(s) E aD) dr(s), Vt 2 0,
 where (y(t), n(t), t 2 0) is the solution of the SVI (1.4), x( ) denotes the
 characteristic function and n = Vp stands for the outward unit normal to O. 0
 REMARK 4. In order to obtain the estimates (1.12), (1.14), (1.15), (1.16) and
 (1.21), we did not make use of the Lipschitzian character of the coefficients g, a,
 oy, i.e. the second part of (1.2). This fact allows us to extend the technique of
 Theorem 1 to the so-called weak formulation. In that case, the convergences (1.8)
 and (1.9) become weak convergence in probability. On the other hand, if we
 consider unbounded domains, then similar results can be deduced. U.
 2. Simply connected domains. Let (Q, F, P, Ft, wt, it, t 2 0) be complete
 Wiener-Poisson space in 2n X R' with Levy measure ir.
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 Suppose that 0 is an open subset of Rd such that
 (2.1) there exists a diffeomorphism of class C3
 between the closure o and the closed unit ball.
 In other words there is a one-to-one map ,6 from a neighbourhood of o into a
 neighbourhood of the closed unit ball B in Rd, such that ,6 and its inverse ,t-'
 are three times continuously differentiable satisfying
 A1 ((D) = B. ,6 (a(D0) = 49B.
 For instance, if 0 is a bounded simply connected set in Rd with a smooth,
 connected and orientable boundary 0O, then the condition (2.1) is verified.
 On the other hand, assume we are given coefficients g (x), a(x), y (x) satisfying
 (1.2) and (1.3), and also a vector field v defined in a neighbourhood of the closure
 A, which is twice continuously differentiable such that
 (2.2) v(x).n(x) e> 0, Vx E ,
 where n (x) is the outward unit normal to 0 at the point x.
 A diffusion process with jumps (y(t), t 2 0) and with instantaneous reflection
 at the boundary 90 in the direction v is a right continuous process having left-
 hand limits, which is progressively measurable and satisfies
 (i) y(t) takes values in the closure 5 and there exists an increasing
 continuous process t(t), with t(O) = 0, such that
 (ii) dy(t) =g(y(t)) dt + a(y(t)) dwt
 (2.3) + 'y(y(t), z) dgut(z) - v(y(t)) d (t), t 2 0,
 M
 y(O) = X;
 (iii) d D(t) = x (y (t) E- 0 0) d D(t), t >- O.
 where x (y E 00) denotes the characteristic function of the boundary CO. The
 stochastic process ( (t), t 2 0) is called the associate increasing process to the
 reflected diffusion process with jumps (y(t), t 2 0).
 THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions (1.2), (1.3), (2.1) and (2.2) there exists a
 unique solution of the stochastic equation (2.3) for each x belonging to O.
 PROOF. The point is to build a diffeomorphism between 7 and the closed
 unit ball B such that the direction v is transformed into an outward normal
 direction. Hence, by using Ito's formula, we determine a SVI (1.4) on the ball B,
 which can be solved by means of the Theorem 1. Thus, going back to the initial
 domain 7 via the diffeomorphism, we establish the existence and uniqueness of
 solutions for the problem (2.3). The construction of such a diffeomorphism is
 based on an idea of Williams [9].
 Because of the assumption (2.1), there is a diffeomorphism between 7 and B
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 i.e. for some 6, 61 > 0,
 C: 7a + 6B B + 61B
 together with its inverse are three times continuously differentiable such that
 i1, (t) = B, t1 (a(O ) = OB.
 Notice that if C1, C2 are two curves in 70 + 6B with nonzero angle, then i,t (C1),
 ,t1 (C2) are also two curves of B + 61B with nonzero angle. This fact, which is
 valid for any smooth diffeomorphism, allows us to verify the condition (2.2) is
 preserved by ,6t, i.e. for some 0 < el < 1
 v1(x).n1(x) 2 el, Vx E OB,
 where n1 (x) stands for the outward unit normal to B at the point x in OB. Note
 that v, (x) is indeed a tangent vector of a curve C at the point x, provided the
 curve 611(C) possesses v(y) as a tangent vector at the pointy = IL1(x), i.e,
 V1 =VV\61,
 with Vi/'1 being the matrix of the first derivatives of '/'.
 Now the problem is reduced to the case 0 = B, in which we only need to
 transform v1 into the normal. To this end, we consider a vector field f (x) which
 is twice continuously differentiable on the open set
 0 C I x < 1 + 61
 and satisfies
 f (X) = Vl (X), if Ix I = 1,
 f (x) * ?x > 1/2ex, for every x,
 f(x)= Ix1x, if IxI c2/3.
 Notice that the assumptions made on the direction v and the diffeomorphism ,t1
 ensure that v1 is twice continuously differentiable and, therefore, the vector field
 f can be constructed. Thus, we define for some 62 > 0
 4t2: B + 61B -- B +62B
 by means of an ordinary differential equation. Let x (t, a) be the unique solution
 of the initial value problem
 dx/dt = f (x), x (/2) = /2a,
 where lal = 1. We set
 =1- fY) Y, if I YI<1/2~
 lX( I Y ,y/ I Y I) if I Y ? > 1/
 This means that the curve
 Ita:O _ t < 1 + 62i in B + 62B
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 becomes the curve
 Ita:0 c t c 1/2) U Jx(t, a): /2 < t < 1 + 61I in B+ 61B.
 Clearly, the classical theory of ordinary differential equation guarantees the
 smoothness of the diffeomorphism T2 and by construction
 P2 -= PlV*2 = n2 I
 where n2 is the outward unit normal, i.e. n2 (y) = y. By the way, note that if
 v(x) = X(x)v'(x), Vx,
 with X being smooth and satisfying
 X(x) 2 c' > O, Vx E O,
 then the reflected diffusion processes with jumps (y(t), t 2 0) and (y ' (t), t 2 0)
 associated with the direction v and v', respectively possess the property
 y W = y' (t), VtO0
 dM(t) = X(y(t)) dt'(t), Vt 2 0
 where (v(t), t 2 0) and (W' (t), t 2 0) are the increasing processes corresponding
 to the directions v and v' respectively. This completes the proof. [1
 REMARK 5. The hypothesis (2.1) is not really needed. It suffices to know that
 the domain 0 is such that it can be transformed into a convex set G', via a
 diffeomorphism of class C2 with the property of mapping the direction v into the
 normal n' of 0. Note that the problem of characterizing domains 0 having the
 property just mentioned is an open question for us. However, it is clear that 0
 could have only a piecewise smooth boundary and still satisfy the above
 property. [1
 3. Regular domains. Let (Q, F, PI Ft, Wt, jet, t 2 0) be a complete Wiener-
 Poisson space in In X R' with Levy measure ir, and g(x), o(x), 'y(x) be
 coefficients satisfying (1.2).
 In order to be able to treat domains which are not simple connected, we
 assume that Q admits the following representation
 there exists a function p (x) from Rd into I which is twice continuously
 differentiable and such that
 (3.1) 0 = IXE IRd:p(x) < 0,
 | = eX R ?d:p(X) = 01,
 I VpI>1 on O90,
 and also
 (3.2) 0 is bounded.
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 Note that without loss of generality, the function p (x) may satisfy
 (3.3) p (x) = I x - a I, if the distance between x and o is greater than some
 I 6>0 for a suitable a in 0.
 On the other hand, it is clear that under the hypothesis (3.1), we may construct
 a Lipschitzian function pr(x) from Rd in itself such that
 3.4) I Ix- pr(x) I < dist(x, 7) and pr(x) E A, for every x in Rd
 (3.4) l satisfying dist(x, 5) < 6o,
 where 6o is a positive constant and dist(x, T) stands for the distance between the
 point x and the set O. Hence, we can extend the definition of the coefficients g,
 a, oy to the whole space Rd, in such a way that (1.2) is preserved. In particular,
 for every x in a neighborhood of 7 we have
 (3.5) y(x, z) = y(pr(x), z), Vz E R*.
 Instead of (1.3), we assume
 (3.6) x + ty(x, z) E A Vx E , Vz E- R, Vt E [0, 1].
 Notice that from (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) we deduce
 (37) J dist(x + t'y(x, z), Q) c dist(x, Q), for every x in Rd
 satisfying dist(x, Q) < 6 and any z in Rm, 0 ' t c 1.
 Suppose we are given a function M(x) from a neighbourhood of the boundary
 9Q into the set of symmetric matrices d x d, which is twice continuously
 differentiable and such that for every x,
 (3.8) z*M(x)z 2 6 I Z 12, VZ E Rd,
 for some constant 6 > 0. Remark that any vector field v(x), which is twice
 continuously differentiable in 90 and satisfies (2.2), can be represented as
 (3.9) v(x) = M(x) n(x), V x
 for some matrix satisfying (3.4). Note that
 n(x) = I Vp(x) VVp(x),
 with Vp being the gradient of the function p.
 We construct the following vector field :(x) defined and Lipschitzian on the
 whole Rd.
 (3.10) :(x) = p+(x)x(x)M(x)Vp(x) + (1 - x(x))p+(x)Vp(x),
 where x (x) is a smooth function satisfying
 O ' X(X) ' 1, VX Ei Rd
 x (x) = 1 in a neighbourhood of O9
 x(x) = 0 if either p(x) = I x - a I or M(x) is not defined,
 and p+ denotes the positive part of the function p given in (3.1). Notice that in
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 view of (3.1) and (3.3), we may suppose without loss of generality that
 (3.11) l Vp I : 1 outside of O.
 Consider the stochastic differential equation
 { dye(t) = g(ye(t)) dt + o(yc(t)) dwt
 (3.12) 1
 + y (ye(t), z) dut (z) --(ye(t)) dt, t 2 , ye(0) =x
 t *e
 i.e. the same equation as (1.6), but with a different fi, and denote by
 (3.13) re(t) = p+(y-(s)) V Vp(yc(s)) I ds, t 2 0.
 THEOREM 3. Assume the conditions (1.2), (3.1), *.., (3.11) hold. Then the
 problem (2.3) has one and only one solution (y(t), t(t), t 2 0). Moreover, for each
 p 1,T>O,we have
 (3.14) ElSUPOtCT I Y(t) y(t) I IIP}+ 0 as e- O.
 (3.15) E{SUPO0tCT I v (t) -(t)t 'P o-0 as e -- O,
 where the limits are uniform in x belonging to O.
 PROOF. The methods to be used are essentially the same as those of Theorem
 1. We just need to establish some key facts before applying the technique
 developed in [6]. First we will prove that for some constants Ko > 0, K > 0, and
 any x, x' in Rd, we have
 (3.16) dist(x, Q) c p+(x) c Kodist(x, Q),
 (3.17) p+(x)(x' - x)Vp(x) c p+(x)p+(x') + Kp+(x) I x - x' j2
 where dist(x, do) stands for the distance from the point x to the set O. Indeed,
 the inequality (3.16) follows from
 p+(x) = (x - a)Vp(a + t(x - a))X(a + t(x - a) 4 0) dt,
 for any a in Q, and in view of (3.11), if we take
 Ko=sup{lVp(x)l:x in _
 Similarly, the identity
 p(x') - p(x)
 = (x' - x)Vp(x) + f (x' - x)[Vp(x + t(x' - x)) - Vp(x)] dt
 yields (3.17) with
 2K = supflVp(x)-Vp(x')l I x-x' 1-1:x, x' in Rd
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 A second clue is that we can find a constant c > 0 such that
 (3.18) Vp(x).fl(x) > cp (x) I Vp(x) I, Vx E R'.
 Indeed, from (3.8) and (3.10) follows, for the same 6 > 0 of (3.8),
 Vp(x) .(x) = p+(x)X(x)(Vp(x).M(x)Vp(x))
 + p+(x)(l - x(x))(Vp(x).Vp(x))
 2 [6x(x) + (1 - X(x))]p+(x) Vp(x) I2,
 which implies (3.18), after using (3.11) and choosing
 c = minfl, 6}.
 Now, we will show that for every constant a > 0 there exist constants C, X
 depending only on the constants Cp in (1.2), 6 in (3.8), a and the domain 0 such
 that
 (3.19) Ejexp(ate(t))) s C exp(Xt), Vt : 0, Ve > 0,
 where (tj(t), t 2 0) is the stochastic process (3.13). Indeed, by means of Ito's
 formula applied to the function p (x) with the process ye(t), we get
 p(ye(t)) = p(x) + I(t) + Lp(ye(s)) ds
 (3.20) t
 j Vp(ye(s)).13(ye(s)) ds, t > 0
 C 0
 where L is the integro-differential operator (1.17) and
 rt rt
 I(t) f Vp(y (s))ha(y (s)) dw, + f Vp(y (s)) .y(y (s), z) dp8(z).
 O O R~~~~~~~~~~~~~*
 Since p (x) is bounded from below, the inequality (3.18) implies
 (3.21) c v(t) s C0 + C1t + I(t), Vt 2 0,
 for some constants Co, C1 depending on p, g, a, y, and the same c of (3.18). Again,
 by using Ito's formula for the function
 - exp(ac '1)
 and the process I(t), we have
 rt
 Ejexp(ac-'I(t)) ) 1 + a 2C-2C2 Elexp(ac-'I(s))} ds, t > 0%
 where C2 is a suitable constant depending only on p, ar and y. Hence, Gronwall's
 inequality implies
 E {exp(afc-'I (t))) } exp(a 2C-2 C2 0, t 2' O.
 This fact together with (3.21) yield the estimate (3.19) with
 X = ac'C1 + a2c-2C2, C = exp(ac 'Co).
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 It is clear that from (3.19) follows
 (3.22) E{I g`!(t) I} P C, Ve > 0
 and going back to (3.20), we deduce
 (3.23) E1supo0t-T |y(t) I| P} j C, Ve > 0,
 foranyp: 1, T>0.
 Let us show that for any p > 2 there exists a constant C, depending only on
 p, T, the constant Cp appearing in (1.2) and the domain A, such that
 (3.24) Ejsupo0t-T[p+(yc(t))IPI s CeCp/1 V e> 0.
 Indeed, similar to Theorem 1, (1.18), (1.19), and in view of inequalities (3.7) and
 (3.16), we verify that
 I L(P(x) I s C1[p+(x)]"P' + C2[p+(x)]p-2, VX E Rd
 for some suitable constants C1, C2 and
 (P(x) = [p+(x)]P, p > 2,
 with L being the integro-differential operator (1.17). Hence, by using Ito's formula
 for the function (P (x) we deduce (3.24), after noting that
 Vp(x) * :(x) = p[p+(x)]P-'Vp(x) .f3(x) 2 pcC(P(x),
 with the same c of (3.18).
 Therefore, it follows
 E{(-? I p+(ye(t))p+(ye'(t)) dt)i} Ceq, Ve, e' > 0,
 with p : 1, 0 < 2q < p and some constant C.
 At this point, we apply Ito's formula to the function
 (3.25) J (y, y., D) - ~*(Q(y) + Q(y'))S exp(-at),
 (3.25) Q(y) = X(y)M-1(y) + (1 - X(y))Id,
 where Id stands for the identity matrix and x the function of (3.10), with the
 process
 t = y (t) - ye'(t)
 Yt = y (t), yti = ye (t)
 =t =( t ) + r. (t)
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 to get
 c Iy (t) - y (t) I 'exp(-a t)
 ' t*(Q(yt) + Q(y'))%texp(-a~t)
 rt
 I (t) + C I y(s) - y(s) J 2exp(-ars) ds
 rt
 + (C - ca) I ye(s) - yc'(s)I2exp( a^)(d j(s) + d (s))
 + - I f3(y'(s))[Q(ye(s)) + Q(yet(s))](ye'(s) - ye(s))exp(-?a!) ds C o
 2 Ft
 + M3(yC (s))[Q(yC(S)) + Q(yC (S))](yC(s) - y (s))exp(-a!8) ds,
 where c, C are positive constants and the stochastic integral satisfies
 EIsupO-t-T I I(t) I' } CE-(J' I y(t) - yc (t) I 'exp(-2 at) dt)}.
 Hence, by means of (3.10) and (3.17) we have
 i3(Y)Q(Y)(Y' -A )
 P+(Y)(Y' - y)Vp(y)
 + p+(y)X(y)(1 - X(Y))(Y' - y)*[-2Id + M(y) + M-'(y)]Vp(y)
 < p+(y)p+(y') + Kp+(y) I y _y 12
 + Cl[p,(y)p+(y') + p+(y) y y' 12],
 and
 0(y)[Q(Y) - Q(y')](y' -y) ' C2 I Y' -_y 2,
 for some constants C1, C2. Thus, noting that
 dve(t) = (lie)p+(ye(s))IVp(ye(s))I ds,
 we obtain
 c y (t) - y (t) | exp(-a t)
 rt
 < I(t) + C I y(s) _ yc (s) 1 2exp(-a~.) ds
 + t p+(ye'(s))p+(ye(s)) ds + - p+(ye(s))p+(ye (s)) ds,
 provided the constants a and C are sufficiently large. Therefore, as in Theorem
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 1 and in view of (3.19), we get
 (3.26) EJsupO-tsT Iy (t) _ yc (t) I P} s C(e + , q e, e' > 0,
 for 2 < 2q < p, T > 0 and some constant C. Hence, from the stochastic equation
 (3.12) follows
 (3.27) EJsupOctTI | f (t) - IC (t) I P} s C(e + C )q Ve, e' > 0
 where C is another constant and
 ? (t) = ! f f3*(ye(s)) ds, t 2 0.
 Now, let us verify that for every T > 0, p > 2 we have
 (3.28) EJsupo0tsT I r (t) - IPI(t) P -' 0 as e, - 0.
 Indeed, define the processes
 a. (t)
 = [X(Y?(t))M(y?(t))VP(y?(t)) + (1 - xo(Y(t)))VP(Y?(t))] I Vp(yC(t)) I-1
 t 2 0,
 b,(t)
 [X(Yy(t))Ml(y?(t))VP(y?(t)) + (1 - xo(y?(t)))VP(y?(t))] I Vp(yC(t)) I
 t 2 0,
 where x is the same function of (3.10) and Xo is a smooth function such that
 Xo(x) = x(x) in a neighborhood of Rd\VQ
 Xo(X) = 1, Vx E: C.
 It is clear that
 di7?(t) = a,(t) d~?(t),
 and since (a. b denoting the scalar product of vectors a and b)
 a.(t).be(t) = X2(yc(t)) + [1 - Xo(yc(t))]2
 + x (y (t))[1 - Xo(y (t))] Vp(y (t))
 [MA(y?(t)) + M-1 (ye(t))]Vp (ye(t)) I Vp (y(t)) 12
 we have
 (3.29) I x (y/(t)) -a.(t).b,(t)I s Cp+(y?(t)), V t 2 0, Ve > 0,
 with C an appropriate constant and Xi a smooth function equal to one in a
 neighborhood of yd \ ), precisely
 Xi = X2
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 Also note that
 (3.30) la.(t)I + I b,(t)j c C, Vt 2 O. Ve > 0O
 for some constant C, and by means of (3.26) we get
 (3.31) EISUPOstcT I be(t) - be (t) I} ' C(e + e ) Ve, e' > 0
 where 2 < 2q < p, T > 0 and a suitable constant C. Hence, the identity
 d de(t)-d' (t)
 =[X1 (ye (t)) a, (t) *be (t)] d~e (t) + a, (t) *[be (t) - b.t(t)] d~e (t)
 + [dnc(t) -dnc'(t)]*be,(t) + [a,'(t)*bet(t) - xL(ye(t))] d~7 (t)
 together with (3.22), (3.24), (3.29), (3.30) and (3.31) prove that (3.28) holds
 provided we know that
 (3.32) { E suPost-T I b,'(s).[dnie(t) - d('(t)]| } - 0
 eas , e' -O0.
 In order to establish (3.32), consider the process
 bcb(t) = h6(yt(t)) 5 > 0,
 where h (x) is a smooth function and satisfies
 I be(t) - bc,b(t) I < Cb, Vt 2 0, Vc, 6 > 0
 and some constant C. Thus, it follows
 fj b (s) [dn (s) - dnC'(S)
 c C6(g-(t) + re'(t)) + be,16(s).[dfle(s) -dn''(s)
 But, by using Ito's formula to calculate the stochastic differential of be 5(s) and
 after an integration by parts, we can dominate the last term by the expression
 CbSUpOctcT I n (t) - n '(t) I + I(t)I,
 where the stochastic integral I(t) satisfies
 E{SuPo-t-T I II(t) I PI < CpE1supostsT |1l e (t) - e'(t) I PI,
 for some appropriate constant Cp. Clearly, from this we deduce (3.32).
 Next, it is easy to verify from the above properties that the processes
 (3.33) y(t) = lim",Oyc(t), t 2 O0
 (3.34) M(t) = limeO e(t), t 2 0,
 are well defined, solve the problem (2.3) and satisfy (3.14), (3.15).
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 In order to show the uniqueness of solutions, suppose we are given two
 solutions y (t), Di(t), i = 1, 2, of the problem (2.3). Then, applying Ito's formula
 to the function (3.25) with the processes
 It = y1(t) -Y2(0,
 Yt = Y1(t), Yt' = Y2(0,
 t= p(t) + p1(t),
 we deduce
 EJ I |yj (t) - Y2t W12 } = 0, tt >. 0,
 after using the fact
 (3.35) (x' - x)Vp(x) KIx' - x12, Vx E O(, Vx' E=-
 Note that the inequality (3.35) follows from (3.17). El
 REMARK 6. Let us mention that Remarks 1, 2 and 4 extend to these general
 smooth domains. In particular (1.30) holds for a suitable constant ap, different
 from (1.29). This Lipschitz continuous property can be deduced by using Ito's
 formula to a function similar to (3.25). Note that the clues are the inequalities
 (3.17), (3.19) and (3.35). Also, the constant ap may be estimated by means of Cp
 in (1.2), K in (3.17) and C, X in (3.19). El
 REMARK 7. It is clear that we may consider an evolution version of either
 (1.4) or (2.3). Also, it is possible to use stopping times and random variables as
 the initial data. All results extend to this situation with obvious changes. 0
 REMARK 8. The techniques of this paper permit us to give a stochastic
 interpretation to several analytical results related to the Neumann problem of
 Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, variational inequality or quasivariational
 inequality for an integro-differential operator, as studied in Bensoussan and
 Lions [3]. El
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